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8 STRESSES I X  1XliINFOIICED CONCRETE. PIL2S 

For an infinitely long pile, ne 
pile would have the same st  
time scale. In  the practical case, the in' 
the foot, and travels upwards, 

of the initial wave to give a 1- 

curves of Fig. 4 the portions 

Referring to the second 

it will be seen that, on 
fixed foot the pressure co 
a minimum, and then ri 
condition becomes easie 
the reflected wave of c 
maximum and the pre 
soft foot conditions a 
a tendency, indicated 
tensions to he set up a 
cannot occur there a 
pressure becomes ze 
a free end until a s 
pressures will again 
be small compared 
of impact takes place with the harder foot'conditions a 
than shown in Fig. 4. 

The most interesting feature of the stres 
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which the condense 
gauge simultaneous 
pattern is recorded by a quarter plate camera with Ro 
lens. A lens cap, hand operated, serves as shutter. 

A time scale is 
second traverse of the spot to rec. 

. . .. 

Calibration 





the motion of the mass nz is parallel with the pillars 1'. 
he hammer with the axis of 
is completed by the contact 

subjected to the same deceleration as the hammer, 
on the spring tending 
is greater than that 

contact opens and the neon indicator 
the calibrated screw the compression ol 
until the contact no longer opens. Then 
spring stiffness and 26 the compression 
zl the two sides of this expression may 

desired, and the required value of the 

5 
FIGURE 13.-Peak Stvess Indicator. 

N E O N  
LAMP. 

%The indicating circuit is also shown in Fig. 13. A two-volt cell k. 
pl ies  current to the primary of a suitable transformer, the circuit 

g completed by the contact between the mass and the insulated 
Across thesecondary of the transformer a small neon lamp 

a dry battery of about150 volts are connected in series, the IF 
e of the battery being adjusted to a value lying between the 
g and extinction voltages of the lamp. When the contact is 

-en the voltage induced across the secondary by the break in P p primary current raises the voltage across the neon lamp above 
~ ' ; t n  for flashing. The lamp lights and remains lit since the 
voltage is above the extinction voltage. 

pie deceleration indicator of Fig. 13 gives accurate 
ents of madmum deceleration for impacts cushioned by 
y without a helmet, or by a light helmet with a reasonably 

above, but may be in error with hard ciollies and. heavy 
. .  , .  
. . ' ' ,.' ' '  

. . . . .  - 

dhha& these inacc&acies it is necessiiy-t$iend&rthe beak 
indicator insenjitive to the decelerations of. short..~duration 
the initial impact of t h e  hammer on the doll?. A mathe- 
d i i o n  and an experiments; in~estigation of 'the effect . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  . .. 





TABLE I.-IJ~zrtict~lnis of Test I'iles. 5 
.- ~~ 

14 

Conditions 
at 

13uilding Rescarcll 
Station ior prelilllillary 

tests 

I'ilcs A 5  and A6 dri\.en 
at ]$,,ijding ~ ~ ~ ~ : , ~ ~ l ,  

Station 

Test pile a t  Londom Test pilcs dr i \ .e~~ a t  
University site, 1.ots Road Porvcr 

131oornsbory Station 













34 STRESSES IN REINFORCED CONCWTE PILES THE,R.~CORDING OF STRAINS IN TEST PILES 35 
found that variations in packing made-but small different 
set per blow. Conditions varied so rapidly on reaching the c 
block that it is impossible to draw any satisfactory cone 
from the records. . , 

. . .  
.~ 

(3) 354. Pile driven at the Londm ~niviisity.Site .-. .. 

The pile driven at the  ond din University Site me 
by 14 in. by 14 in. and was driveri into ground consistin 
of ballast overlying clay. 

A 3-ton single .acting steam hammer was  used, wit 
dolly and packing as in Fig. 19. '::. , , . . 

Strain and set records were taken at  the depths marke 
with 12-in., 24-in. and 36-in.,: drops .,. At the greatest dep 
penetration the packing was..removed~.,a,nd further records. 
taken with new packing of the same type. - Tests were then 
with two different thicknesses of felt packing, placed direc 
the pile head without a helmet. . .  . . 

The duration of the blow at  the head varied from 0.016 s 
for new wood packing to 0.008 second for similar packing af 
throughout the driving. Typical records are given in Fi 
'Their general form is similar t o  that.of .records fro 
the irregularity of shape at  the head when a helmet 
with results from preliminary tests at the Building Resea 
I t  will be noticed that the stress recorded by the gauge 
with felt packing is 1ower:than that given by the next 
the pile. This is probably due to a defect in the a 
steam hammer, since such stress distribution is not shown in. 
records and is theoretically impossible in the circumstances 

The maximum compressive s tre~seswere a 
distributed along the length of the pile when th 
driven through the ballast (Fig. 27 (a) ). Str 
period were low over the whole length of the'pile. 
was reached the foot stress decreased and the head stress 
rose. The foot stress was then i t h  to i t h  of that a t  the 
rose slightly as the pile penetrated further (Fig. 27 ( 6 )  ). 
tensions were recorded at the mid-point of the length 

A matter of considerable importance was the. continued 
observed in the contractors' packing 'dSiigsdriving. This is 
both by the gradual increase, as driving proceeded, in th 
stress a t  the head for the same height of drop and by th 
comparison between used and new packing carried o 
tration of 29 ft. 6 in. (Fig. 27 (c) ). For 24- and 36-in. 
maximum stress at the head was twice as great for used 

. . o a c k k .  . . - . 
. . 

(4) 50-ft. Piles driven at Lot's Road ~ome?  Station 
Both piIes driven at Lot's Road Power Station wer 

and of octagonal cross section 16 in. across the flats. essive stress along the at 
tor's packing and helmet, and 
of nexv and used packing for 





38 STRESSES IN REINPORCED CONCRETE PILES 

The ground conditions weresimilar in each case (Fig. 21);; 
penetrating 18ft. of grey sand, hard driving was produced ~rl 

a stratum of gravel 13ft. thick overlying clay. The posit < w g 
which records were taken are shown in'Fig. 21. Z 4 k 

0 

The piles were driven by a 3.3-ton, winch-operated drop h$ 
with a helmet, and packing as in Fig. 19. Drop? of 24,36, an$] 
were used in the tests. . ;:a . 

The results from the two ~ i l e s  showed substantiala,creer 

the hel&et in a t t e m ~ t  to arrest this failui-e. ' 

clay. 
In the first condition of moderately hard driving the ma 

stresses were fairlv uniform over the upper two-thirds of the 

Dur&g the very hard driving the position of maxim14 
mas at  the foot of both piles for every height of drop, w$ 
exception of the 48-in. drops with the fi;st (Fig. 28 (h) 

..> 

For the least height of d r o p 2 4  in-the stress a t  the foo - 
a rl 

C one case as much as 1.5 times that a t  the head. A 48-i C 5 C 0 

under the same conditions produced a foot stress 1.2 tim 
at  the head. 

Due to breaks in 
data for the final condition 
only for the second pile. These records showed that after 
of the pile had emerged from the ballast into clay the s 
the foot decreased 
(Fig. 28 (d)). 

Records were taken at a 
second pile, when groun 
production of tension. 
the middle was of a pe 
obtained, and typical s 

It is of interest to note that the increase in 
head cushion was not 
k s t  pile, where the same packing was used throughout, 
the head increased only 16 per cent. during the driving 

The failure of the head and the additional packing p 
helmet of the second pile had a marked effect on the set pe 
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U;L~ hardesr. A decrease in maximum head stress was 
. - - bmqxsied by decreased set. .= z 
s $0. ity to secure a uniform thickness of packing was 

. - 
2 

- i  by the failure of the head of the first pile after the 
^ 0 
-? 

esh packing under the helmet. Up to this time the - - 
a .: - y strengthened with steel hoops, had withstood very 
> E without a sign of fracture. As soon as the new packing .,. 
P. 6 z 1 0  

owever, progressive disintegration of the head began. 
m of the helmet it was found to be due to the fact thar 

' s i .- vas mattress had slipped towards the back of the 

62". at the time the helmet was lowered over it, resulting in 
2 2 as shown in Fig. 30 over the uncovered area 

&VXE 30.-Lo!$ Rood . . Pile 1-Damage to Pile Head a/& 13 b2ows /roiyoi?r a 
1:i::i:l oj 2 j;lct, i(si??f m-il pnckiii,a. 

@; 

.lftssrs. Jfralem's Ynvd, Albert Dock 
ft. by 14 in. by 14 in., was driven at  Messrs. 
Dock, as a test of the peak stress indicator. 

one gauge at  the head of the pile, but in 
of the opportunity of acquiring further 

us afiorded, gauges were also embedded a t  the foot and 

\'ere not accurately known. It was antici- 
d be reached at  4045 f t .  below ground level, 

Tharnes mud and silt. 

$2 
$6 
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imental measurements are based on the 
are uniform over the cross-section of 

Discussion of Results 
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stress fall off sharply after its arrival at thehead, but do 
affect the stress maximum. A reflected compression 

conditions, owing to the di 
a t  the head. The fo 
of Pile A.5, the 15- 
Research Station, in 
constant, show only 
The maximum head 
on a head cushion of 
2,180 and 2,400 lb. 

stages of driving. 
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~. . . 
the smaller is the rate of increase of stress at the head and the .- ~ --.. ~~, 

are the stresses in the oile. Kumerous instances of the effect 





THE !tECORD!XG OF S T K h I S S  1 1  T E S T  PILES t.5 

.. . 

. -  - - ". 

._- i 

e effect of the helmet is to superinipose a vibration of com- 
.ely high frequency on the stress-time curve, which in the 

nce of .the llelmet, would have the form of a sniooth curve. 
effect is shown in Figs. 26 and 35. The helmet is a mass sup- 
ed between two springs, the dolly above and the helmet packing 

:.z - ., and is set into vibration by the impact of the hammer; the 
ion is determined by the mass of the helmet and 

)- -- - 
*, - springs. Apart from producing high frequency 

c efiect of the helmet is t o  increase the effective weight 
r, and to decrease the effective height of drop. Vvlen 

commences the hammer has firs: t o  acceierate the helmet. 
oximate idea of what occurs may be obtained by neglecting 

ct of the high frequency vibrations and assuming that, on 
the hammer and helmet move on together. Then, by 
tion of momentum, the velocity of the haminer and helmet is 

3" 
i V 1  v =  ---- 

'If +M,: 
v 

- - b l  
7 .. *e .If denotes the mass of the hammer .. .. : Y 

,, ,, ., helmet 
,, velocity of the hammer before the impact or 

11- \ ?  
/!, = (7 r , . i : i  ) JL 

h' dc~:uics ri!c c:ii.cri\-c height of iall, i.e, the height from 
the haintiic;; and l?e!mct together ~ ~ o u l d  have to be dropped 
uire the velocity a. 

if' denotes the weight of the hammer. .. ,, ,, ,, ., helmet. 
,, ,, height of free fall of the hammer. 

e effective tveight of the hammer is W+ Wh. 
I h e  n~zlect  of the effect of the helmet in the theory was justified 

iact that the weight of the helmet is usually a small fraction, 
the order of l/lOth, oi the weight of the hammer, and therefore 
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tract was 46 in., a 

the lower head stress recorded for 
advantageous, under such driving c 
concrete, permitting high maximum head stresses, re 

maximum ioot stress 
reduction of the ratio 

any, to commence at  the head rather than at  

To face page 48 

A small set per blow is, in itself, 
foot stresses; when the smallness I'iGultl. 35.-Rec3~ils ShoriYng H!gli I:ool St~esses  ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~ d  w]icn ~ ~ j c j , , ~  
friction, the stress at  the foot is low compared wi 15-ft. f ' i /e  . ~ ~ g l ~ i > t s ,  f6 f?igid ~ i ~ , ~ ~ .  
since the effect of skin friction is always to reduce the stre D r h ' i ~ e  co~zdilioizs : 12 ii?. sa\vdust packing on !lead; no helmet; CJS,).~),, 
the embedded part of the pile. 'The 15-it. pile A.5 driven in hnmmer: 12-in. drops: io3t clamped dolvn on i; is,. of ielr. 
clay at the Building Research Station showed' a permanent yessize stvesses : head-l,350, midclie-l,~jg, foot-z,-sO lb. 
0.28 in. at a penetration of 12 it. for a36:in, drop of the 2, 
hammer with 24 felts as head cushion';"the'similar pile ) r ~ r . o l i o i ~  a/ bloc tnl iicnd : 0.01 s ~ ~ o , , ~ .  
through loose clay against a concrete block showed a set of 0.3 
under the same conditions; the foot stress for the first pile was 
and for the second was 2,150 lb./sq. in. The resultsof th 
piles driven into ground show that when the foot; pen 
or similar material the maximum stress is always'at 

The ground conditions under which high foot stresses a 
are, in the limiting case, represented by thetheoretical ass 
that resistance to motion of the pile is concentrated at  the toe. 
therefore anticipated that the theoretical analysis on (n) 
would furnish a reasonable estimate of the:actual stresses in 
against a hard stratum, when frictional resistance is likely t 
latively low. The maximum foot stresses have. been es 
theoretically for the' second 15-it.-pile 
Building Research Station and for. 
The estimates were made with the 
preceding section (pp. 9-11), and in Table 3 the results are 
with the recorded values. The theoretical values are 20 
cent. higher than those recorded. It 
even in extreme cases of high foot 
propagation loss effect a considerable. reduction in -- 
of the stress wave travelling down the pile. . . :. . .  

__= 

Tensile stresses of short duration but. considerable ma FIGCRE 37.-Lots Rcad .Pile 2. 

occurring in the middle portion of the pile: have: b puges  placed (a) on the  pile axis a t  the mid-point of the 

short piles driven into ground but not in any. test in. from the pile axis and 3 it.  above the mid-point, 36 in. 
c time scale (bottom) marks intervals o i  T$z secoi~d. 
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Recorded Foot S&esses 
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constant, but for driving as easy as 
the 15-ft. pile A.6 in soft clay the set 
change in the stiffness constant due to 
of 24 felts. 

. . 

value. 

onditions of toe 
standardisation 
ed the exarnina- 

cushion were 0.04,O. 10 and 0.1 

CONDITIOSS O F  DESIGN AN 

A study of the failure of reinforce 
led to the conclusion that the factors 
manufacture of the pile 
view of the ultimate s 
the actual driving. 
in the making of pi1 
care in driving. Th 
which has been obt 
subjected during d 
contract condition 

. .. . .  

controlled uithi 
. . 



CONDITIONS OF DESIGN AXD: %lANUEA(;TURE 

for use in determining 
was thought might be o 

tested at the same age. 

During driving, t 
the frame vith two 
from each end of th  
of standard felt $ i 
Two layers of felt 
the helmet. Thes 
quent groups of piles. 

hammer, the ran 

In these and all subseiu 
local disintegrati 

of the order of 
behaviour of ea 
was not found 
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equipment was available, the 
A great many factors are 

concrete piles, but in view results- given in Table 4. .. 
which could be tested it w 
attention upon those factors which appeared likely to be 
important. These were considered to be':-+ : . , 

p edges and 1-in. end 
(1) the form of the hea cementwas similar 
(2) the amount and disp 
(3) the type of cement, 
(4) the cement content ; 
(5 )  the curing conditions ; 
(6) the type of aggregate. 

The groups of piles whic 
are described briefly below. 
15 ft. long and 7 in. square, and the driving equipment was 
to that already described. It mas found convenient in 
cases to investigate more t 
reason the discussion of t 

3 in. apart in the c 
pitch in the head. dataobtained fromthe lastseries regarding 
the foot of each pi t upon impact strength, and to investigate 
4 in. deep and in. al'reinforcement, a group of eight piles 
and some with clo ere reinforced with the standard re- 
satisfactory. The r &in. diameter main bars and &-in. dia- 
of the following factors it was desired to  . ur fg-in. diameter main bars and &-in. 

ach case were spaced at 3-in. centres in 



- 

No. of Mo\\.s at : 



T ~ ~ t l i .  6.-Tesls lo Destyucfiolt-.-Series C. Effect of Cellte?&l Collteltt ?r+olt Illl+(cct Resistn+fce of l?einforceil 
: Concvefe Piles 

Normal I'ol tland Cement 28 days old : cured darnp for 7 days. z 
I = 
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piles having 1-in. of end cover. 
loss of impact resistance resulted f r  
pile. 

nearly flush with the pile-end, 
resistance. Two types of ban 

Amoztnt and Dis9osition of 

The effect of varying the percen 
investigated in Series D, in which 

in a structure under 
forcement tend to s 
hydration of the ce 
KO information is 
cracks are likely to become a source 
or by reducing impact resistance. 

Type of Cement and Age at Test 

Information on the effect of type of cement and a 
contained in the results given in Table 5 ;  The results 

C 4 



tested and more accurate control obtained ov 
The tests on 15-ft. piles which havebeen 

cussion on 15-it. 'piles, and there 
not y e t  been-. made.,:In.:the -c 
contracts, -for example, the . p 
period in the hardening stage 
strength reaches a value lowe 
This is a point which can on1 
extended series of tests on s 
effect of grading and type 
waterlcement ratio, the best 
compaction on impact strength and. a number of:ot 

a machined steel base 
a 5-lb. tup on to a I+- 
lo~ver end resting on 
The height of drop 
succeeding blows in 
of failure was reach 
equal portions. Th 

under practical pile-driving conditions, and, se 
of impact is not of the same order. As stated 
the original apparatus generally occurred by'.th 
into two pieces, whereas in practice failure is gen 

. . .  

F ~ G U K E  40.-.IIppavutus x s s i  fou ,?+act Tests on Sinall Specimens. 
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varying from zero to 36 in. I 
the stress .ii7as applied to each 
the height of drop in 4-in. st 
blous being given at each he 
each specimen was measn 
height of drop at which 
local disintegration, usu 
in nearly every case at t 
blows of the first indica 
sive strength tests we 
at  the same time, and 

would occur in the ce 
end with a welded stee 

there is no consiste 
strength of cubes a 
by the conditions of the test. 

limit will not c 
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Coiled hemp rope 
Sack-cloth . . 
Asbestos fibre 

later. 
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lower part of the pile has been give11 in lYg.3. Failure occurred 
.it the toc irs=lf bur at a distance from the toe equal to about one 

creased, in hard dri 

the maximum head stress 
be reduced. 

I t  has been stated that como -~ ~ ,i::;i.( . .  -. . ~,.;,.%: .. 
oosition alone the pile andit h& be& ih&& how it q;dy occur.at.@g&l 
head and in ;h< lo;\.er part of the pile. But for a long 
muin stress for a considerable distance below the head may be. 
equal to rh? maximum at the head,and compression failure 
fore cornnlence 3t some distance below the i p d  if a region of 

. .. : . .. .. .  . 
neEC + Y I C T S  -<-".-. ' i"'" 

T h o u g h  no serious tensile failures w ; r < : k 6 t ~ ~ t & l d : d ~ ~ , @ ~  
course of the tests. there is a considerable bodv of. evidence to  sho Si ..~... ~. ~~ , 

that such failures do occasionally, occ+'in'tlie , ;.. .:: , z . ,  .... - fAW .. 

cracks sometimes spaced about 2'ft: apart.alongL~e;len 
pile. The driving conditions under:which'tbe' cradlcs'are. 
appear to be yell defined, and are those o f : ' h ~ &  ,., .: . 
relatively impenetrable medium cl&e )othe surf+ce'bf, 
the major part of the pile being' above groulid"%id~u 
The appearance of the cracks definitely proves the'occmen 
sile stresses, but i t  does not appear possible, a t  the present 
to show, conclnsivel~~ how the tensile str&s&.orig&ate. :' 
possibility is that th; conditions may be such as to $ve rise t 
time' curves as in Fig. 44, where a 15-ft, pile driven against 
base vibrated longitudinally, giving rise to  alternating te  
compressive stresses i n  the middle .pad. of the -pile.;:: The 
free at  both ends; owing to the:;rebound,-of the..hammer f 
head and the pile from the ground, and damping ofthe vi 
was therefore reduced to a minimum. - The rarity of these fail 
an argument against this explanation; andpoints rather to  a 
combination of unfavourable conditions,.;,An.altemative e 
tion is that the cracks are due to excessive.transverse.vibratlon~ 
has been stated that the tensile stresses due to transverse vibr 
produced by a single impact on a sound pile. were foun 
caUy to be insufficient to cause failure, but that it wasp 
vibration to  be augmented by resonance.,. .. The,driving con 
such as tominimise the damping of transverse a9:iveU aslon 
vibrations, and if the interval between theblows of .th 

, . 

44.-Recoud of ihe longil~~di?zai oihratiolz o/ a 1S-fi. pile. 
DriVi?,g s ; Po0 i-&. felts ilz iielntcl; 980-ib. havlzmeu; &in. drop; fool 

z (.to :-in. f d s .  F~equelzcy of ion,oilz(di>tnl vibration-$j5 p, sPColld. 

FIGURE 45.-Noz'ement ofthe longitudinal ,ai?zfor&me?ii. 
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sight this statement 
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may appear to be in contradicti 
which has shown that impact stre 
nearly as great as those 'a t  the 
however, that at the extremities 
as  great as in the middle; at  t 
in the main reinforcement is n 
actual evidence is available, i 
percentage of lateral reinforce 
less'than 0:4 per cent.; of the 
increased gradually over a leng 
should not be greater than half 

For sites where driving is ea 
friction it is stitl advisable to  st 
the above recommendations. . : . . .: .. i 

The cover of concrete .over the reinf 
solely from consideration of th  
should therefore be as in o 
There is no evidence to show 
impact strength; it is there 
cedure would be for the mai 
hooks, 1 in. from the top su 

Reinforcement by means 
the pile was found to incre 
In the experimental work a 
of welded steel band were 
2 in. by .& in., and both 

to the strength require 
and the remainder a t  c 
of the pile. T o  ensure 
be either anchored i n  
provide good bond. 
Since the heads of pi 
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to give a safe stress. Thereis reason t 
be applied generally, and is virtually 
gronnd into which the pile is driven. 

weight of 1 ft. of pile 
14 in., 16 in., and 1s in. s 
respectively. Of the 
hammers and single-acti 
type possessing outsta 
certain loss of kinetic e 
it is usual to make a1 

to the difficulty of ret 
necessary to use a he 
heavy one, as a heavy helmet is 1' 
tion of the dolly. The interior 

(1) Low stiffness as represented by 

as on p. 45). Starting with the first approximatio~ P, the 
s repeated to obtain a second approximation P, and is 

derivation of this curve is explained in Appendix 11. 







FIG 

FOR MAXIMUM STRE$$ OF 2000 LB./SP.UV. , 
FOR MAXIMUM STRESS 

10 20  . 3 0  

WEIGHT OF HAMMER AND HELMET 
WEIGHT OF ONE FOOT OF PILE 

.48. RELATION BETWEEN THE RATIO 

HEIGHT OF FALL AND THE EQUI 

x to6 LB. PER. SQUAR 
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~erimental tests: with. dedu the 

3 the pile, when the height of drop of the hammer is such as to 
produce the same maximum stress at  the head, was estimated for 

various pile-leng-ths and stiffness constants, making allowance for 
the difference between the theoretical and actual foot stresses bv 

iating for a maximum stress at  the foot 30 per cent. higher 
that a t  the head. . It 'was found that the set was almost inde- - 
ent of the pile-length, so that a single curve for each value of 
acking constant is accurate enough for practical purposes. 

14 in. square is driven wi 
and, a,,.5-cwt. helmet., 



. . 

S6 STRESSES If: REIXFORCED CONCRETE'PILES . , , . COSCLUSIOSS ASD RECOMhIENDATIOSS ..:* ,<: s; 
curves for k / A  =40,000 must be use 
least 3,000 lb./sq. in. From Fig. 4 8  
is 2.3 ft. 

weight of hammer 
free fall of the hammer is 2. 
hammer for a winch operate 
per cent.-of the actual he 

using the same value of the weight rati 
be 0.23 in. 

F u r t h e r  research might profitably be 
tions. It will be obvious from what has 
the chief sources of 
nature of existing m 
of constant properties and capable of ensuring 
of stress over the pile head wouldnot only p 
head failures but, would enable data to be 
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. . . .  .. 

;If denotes the mass of the hammer 

L:, , Young's modulus forco 

a ,, Poisson's.ratio'for concrete . . ' . . 
If ,, the radius of gyration of a cross-section of 

intersection with the neutral surface 

he cross section, it follo~vs that 
JZ: compressive'stress in concrete = -E,- 

,;. . . 

; ,. ,, displacement of the helmet along the x axis, 
from its position a t  1 = 0 

Z ,, , displacement of the peak stress indicator along 
from its position a t  1 = 0 

E. + (E,  - E,) p, 

,, force to produce unit compression in the dully l i d  ,, 
k p  ,, ,, force to produce unit compression in the packing, 

linear elasticity 
hi ,> , force to produce unit compression of the spring 

the peak stress indicator is mounted 
,, frictional force for unit velocity exerted by the I' ,. 

device on the peak stress indicator 

e 1  ,, , equivalent purely elastic set a t  the foot f 7 
Other symbols are defined as they occur. 

against a hard stratum. 

herefore decided to assu ely elastic foot condition, and 
ng the theory in practice approximate formula equating 
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. . . . . . . 

1 

i 
1 
i! 
ii 

q Z = f 2 - * 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

condition is expressed by the  
. . 

This has the general soluti 

representing waves traveliin 
across any cross section 

and the pressure a t  the head of the pile 
the  pressure retarding the hammer. - : 

Hence, eliminating L from (4) a 

rt is ~bvious  that no reflected iva1'e reaches 
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by using the follo\ving substitutions : 

+ 4v,l (cotz 8)(z - 4) e 

. . . . . . . . . .  (21) 

24 = u = P = ' "  
71-1 (I1 Pl 

. . . . . . . . .  

i ; ' , ( . ) = C ) .  . . . . . .  , . . : .  . . : .  : .  : :  

O < T < ?  

. . .  (24) 

. . . . . . .  (25) 

. . .  

,r' - g y ,  cot $,sin ( O x  i 8 )  
l i  1 -  

+ { s i n  ( 0  + 8 + ) - 4 c o t .  cos (28, + 8) 
PI 

D 2 



. .  . 

definitions of and Po, 

,.. . \L i  . .  . 

, .. . - ..  4p,ri (cot,B)(r - 2)e , ., . . 

d k -  : . . . . . . 
4 < r < 6  
. .... 

.. : .;.  . :  . .: 
:ii wave solution &tl@ed:abov 
&oblems ; .:howeyer, it is s o r n e e e s  
alternative approrimate form. 

mum stress is obtained. F 
possible in such. circumstanc . 
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uch a se-ies isgiven in Fig. 51 which inc 
es E X  = CE in Fig. 5. T O  sum.up;the c 

n ground resistance and hammer weight the set is to a great extent 

. ... , 

M 
is given by Figure 7, T* < 2 ) .  

. . 



102 APPENDIX. I1 , APPENDIX-11- 103 
. . 

APPLICATION OF THE THEOR 

(1) The siiffness constant of the $aching 
The stiifness of the headcushion has bee 

. .  . . . .  

. .  . .  

h E'. A' 
>=7 . . . . ' . . . . . . 

. . .  . .  . 
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geneous, is , 
.~. .. . 

The end conditions, whichmost nearly rep?%$?$ 
probably those ill @'Pith both ends of,the pile are s 
of equ?$l~!n (75) satlsfymg the;= c~nd?tl?ns !5 

Qg!y t&e fugdamental 
Suppose the pile is 

force w$l be equal to  the anguliu 

assuming an average value of & P, A for the loa 

and 

since 

Ttg tepsioi~ at a distance y? f r ~ p  t 

The maximum value 

substituting for B from (80). 
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acceleration of the hammer is there 

he force exerted by the hammer is 

The following a s s u m p t i o n s ~ ~  
- '  (a) .that both dolly aha: 
linear elastic characteristics 

h may be yritten as 

Mq" = - kd (q - y) , . . . . . . .  
Mhy" = - k p  y + kd (q - y )  

where the dashes denote differentiation with respect t 
Hence, by eliminating y, 

Expressing the equation as 

ratio of the maximu 

the solution of practical interest is 
y the insertion of practical values of the constants hd: k,,, iM, and M ,  

The initial conditions at  t = 0 are 

" = = " I  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
y = o  
y ' =  OJ 

The solution satisfying these initial conditions is 

. . . . . .  sin m,t 

where 
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softmood with the grain horizontal and the packingwasre~resented b 
layers of one-inch rubber. 

record is of the type predicted by the theory outlined in this Appendix, b 

he solution of equation (101) is ,.' 

HAMMER 
FIGURX 54.-Pzezo-electric Decelevation Recorder. 

shows certain differences that can be explained by the approximate na 

1 conditions are : 

l w h e n t = o . .  . . 

R cos (a,-+ z,) + R, cos (6, +a,) 
and G = - 
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The acceleration of the peak sires 

- * k t  
* " =  ~e . Mi {& n. sin hi + 60) 

- R m2 cos (m t  + 6 ,  + E, )  - R, 

By increasing the damping sufficiently, the first t e m ,  which represents 
free oscillation of the peak stress indicator on the damped spring,.may be ma 
to  die out so rapidly that its effect can he neglected. ' The other temsreprese 
the acceleration of the peak stress indicator due to:thecomponents of low 
high frequency respectively in the acceleration of the hammer. In order t 
the spring mount shall achieve its object of rendering the acceleration indica 
insensitive to the high frequency component of the acceleration, while. 

R 
sponding accurately to the lolv frequency component, the ratio -must 

C 
R from unlty by a negl~glble amount, and the ratlo f must be small compared 
D 

with unity 

The ratio of m, to  m is generally of the order of 10 to  1, and i t  is the - 
possible to choose a value of/&; intermediate betweenm and m, such 

the requirements are fulfilled. In  practical pile driving the dmation o 
blow is generally of the order of 0.01 second, that is, it is approximately 
due to  one-half of a 50 cycle sine wave. With a helmet of normal weight 
high frequency vibration will be of approximately 500 cycles. Now let - 
frequency of the peak stress indicator on the spring 

For critical damping 
hi - P' T!G-Pm 

7s 
Let thevalue of u1Mi he 1500. Then for m = 2 n bv 50 = 314, and m, =fB?i . .  - 

R 3140, a n d d - F =  943 we find - = 1.09 and %= 0.47. The peak 
Mi C D 

iudicator will therefore read slightlytoo high on the main peak,but the acceie?i' 
tion due to the high frequency term has been reduced t o  less than one-hall 

R A correction may be applied for the departure of the ratio -from uni, - . c 
For the example considered earlier where the maximum deceleration of th' 
hammer due to the high frequency term was 15 per cent. of the main pe 
maximum, the ~ e a k  stress indicator would show a stress not meater th 

I:,GE,?E 55. 

(ri) Tihe d ~ ~ e l e ~ n f l m ~  of iiie Iinnznnev, yecoriled with t h e  piezo-electric 
decelernlioit ;,ecorder. 

( b )  Tit8 slress i ? ~  the specimnt,  for siiiiilar coxditio?zs. (The dirvz-iiiox of 
the blow is 0.01 s8cowd.i 

FIGCRE 56.-Recovd of the bveak+?g of contact. 
The duration of the main breal: is about 1/2,000 second 

7 per cent: higher than the main peak maximhm, that is within Tper ce 
t5e required value. . . .  . .  . .,. 
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The second artifice employed to reduce the effect of the helmet oscillation 
depends on the arrangement of the spring supporting the weight against the 
contact. The simple arrangement of Fig. 12 suffers from the defect that iil 
onsequence of the time taken for an impulse to  travel along the spring i t  is 
regressively more inaccurate as the duration of the impact decreases. With 

pring placed below the weight, the spring pressure is reduced during impact, 
e amount of the reduction becoming greater as the duration of the impact 

ecreases. The indicator therefore reads high and is more sensitive to  the 
h frequency helmet oscillation than to the main peak. I t  has been found 

at, in certain circumstances, the initial impact can operate the indicator. 
n oscillographic investigation of the mechanism of the break with this iii- 
icator was made using a simple electric circuit, with the result shown in Fig. 

36. The main break is preceded by a number of breaks of exceedingly short 
duration, due to the spring effect mentioned. 

The method of construction now employedmakesuse af this effect to  render 
indicator more insensitive to  the helmet vibration. A drawing of the 

icator is shown in Fig. 13; the spring now acts a t  one end of a lever arm, 
e other end of which carries the weight. The spring effect is reversed, and 
e indicator is less sensitive to  high than to low frequencies. 
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